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"That is one aspect. There is, in the Agreement,
provision which forbids the use of compulsion to keep
new sterling balances after the transition. If a coun-
try exports more to Britain than it buys from Britain,
Britain cannot compel it to keep a sterling balance by
blocking the proceeds of its cnnrrent exports.

"But now, during wartime, the sterling area has
taken on one additional aspect. That is purely a war-
time concept, which the British have announced that
they will terminate after the waar.

"That is the so-called dollar pool. In order to
allow the British Empire to carry on its war with the
greatest effect, all nembers of the British Emnpire,
except Canada, which is not a part of the sterling area,
agreed to pool their dollar resources and to have them
allocated where they vill be most useful for the war.

"A dollar pool would be discriminatory after the
war, because it might compel some countries to restrict
their purchases of goods from the United States, even
though dollars accrued to them, and it would be out
under the Fund Agreement."

"Question three: 'It is widely assumed that the
proposed Fund will insure stability of exchange rates,
apart from certain clearly defined excentions. But is
this assumnntion justified? Article IV, Section 4 (a)
states: Each member undertakes to collaborate with the
tFnd to promate exchanre stability, to maintain orderly
exchange arramnments with other members, and to avoid
comnetitive exchaniue alterations.

"'Does this mean each member undertakes to maintain
its currency at the azreed oar value with rold or United
States dollars. and thereby with each other currency?
If it does mean this, it would have been easy to say so -
althourh it would then have been less easy to persuade
the British public that the scheme does not involve a
return to the gold standard.'

"Mly I rephrase the question? Does the Agreement
mean that every country that is a member of the Fund
agrees to keep its currency, the foreign exchange value
of its currency, at a par with the United States dollar
or with gold, allcirng one percent above and below 4
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